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YoiM never know how much
good you can do until you do it.

center in your w i .You can help people. .

In f.ict. there's a crvinc

1

write: Volunteer,
Washington, DC. 20013.

It'll do you good to
see how much gxxl you
can do.

Vblunteen
The National Q-ntc- r

for Voluntary Action

m

need for you. Your talents.
Your training. Your con-

cerns. They make you
valuable to your business.

They can make you price-
less to your community.

If you can spare even
a few hours a week, call

the Voluntary Action
.rV'

Agronomist Duane Foot studSed agriculture in Russia.
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hen you need a calculator
you need it now.

No waiting for delivery. Your University Calculator Center
has the largest inventory of quality units available

anywhere. Plus, we specialize in the calculator
requirements of the college student.

Agronomist studies
wheat in Russia

According to Duane Foote, extension agronomist on
East Campus, the Russians wiil have a very good wheat
crop this year.

Foote and two agricultural experts from Washington
spent four weeks in Russia this summer observing and
assessing wheat and feed grain crops there.

Foote said he could only "generally observe" what
the crops looked jike because was there from June

"They're good though," he said. "The crops this year
will approach the excellent crop the Russians had in
1973."

According to Foote, Russian crops to tend to vary,
however. He said the poor crop in 1972 forced the
Russians to buy large amounts of wheat from the

:United States.
- This year the Russians have caught up with that

problem, Foote said. "I'm quite impressed with the
research the Russians are carrying on. They're
developing cultural practices and a variety of
technology that is very impressive," he said.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Agricultural
Services Dept., which sponsored the trip to Russia,
asked Foote if he would like to be part of the
exchange program.

"It was the chance of a lifetime," Foote said.
Their report was sent to Washington for distribu-

tion around the country. Foote said he isn't planning
to do anything with the information but was glad for
the chance to observe a foreign culture and the way
way of living there.

"It was a real experience going to a country of this
nature," Foote said. "We saw their problems
machinery, shortage of fertilizer and we could
observe why some things were working and some
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From HEWLETT-PACKAR-

msiiulacturt'fS of the most
B'ivanced. quality calculator
in the industryV ,v, .... Straight Edge9

Barber Shop
115 H. 14th

9
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99

9

SPECIALISTS IN I
LONGER I

HP-4- 5. A highly advanced science and engineering
pocket calculator. ed to solve complex
problems with unprecedented speed. Performs
trigonometric functions in any of 3 selectable angular
modes. Instant conversion to or from degreesminutes
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register arithmetic. operational stack. Polar
coordinates in any of the four quadrants can be
converted to or from rectangular coordinates. Performs
vector arithmetic. Metric conversions. Also, common
and natural logs. Calculates mean and standard
deviation. Scientific notation. And. much more. $325.09.
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Introducting Andy
Anderson formerly of

9
90
9 3 Games

of Putt Putt Golf
Just $1.50

This price good for
anyone accompanying

9
9
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mUniversity coupon holder.

Nebr. Union Barber
Shop. Appointments
available or walk in.

hairstyles $7.50
haircuts $3.00
Mon.-Fr- i. 7:30-5:3- 0

Sat. tH 5:00

432-176- 7

Dick Andy

PUTT-POT- T

9 mi cowtsisA
Bookstores
Lower Level Nebraska Union

9
99
99
9 1 1th & eimont9
9 Cornhusker Plaza
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